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1. Context: UK local journalism

• Collapse of business model of print journalism
– Since 2005: 

• Over 245 newspapers in the UK have closed shop
• Print circulations halved 
• Advertising revenue has fallen by 75 per cent over the same 

period

• Disproportionate impact on local journalism 
– The number of regional journalists in UK has halved since 

2005
– 3 in 5: Live in areas no longer served by any regional paper
– Job losses disproportionately affecting areas outside major 

cities.

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
In the UK, like elsewhere, as news has increasingly moved to online and mobile platforms, the business model of print journalism has collapsed because audiences are no longer prepared to pay for news. Altogether, this has led to a significant decline in the importance of print newspapers. Since 2005, over 245 newspapers in the UK have closed shop, print circulations have halved and advertising revenue has fallen by 75 per cent over the same period. Since 2000, national newspaper sales have fallen by two thirds – from 21.2m in January 2000 to 7.4m in January 2020. This is a well-known and widely told story, which has been repeated across the Western world.What is less widely discussed is the fact that the  crisis in journalism has had particularly dramatic implications for the regional and local news sector. The National Union of Journalists suggests that the number of regional journalists has halved since 2005. Almost three in five UK citizens now live in areas that are no longer served by any regional paper. The crisis has had a particularly dramatic impact outside affluent areas and metropolitan centres of high population density. Although the closure or abandonment of major urban newspapers tends to receive significant attention, the hidden story is one of cuts, consolidation and closure of local titles. It is not only the case that hundreds of newspapers have closed down. Those that continue to operate have cut scores of jobs. And the job losses have disproportionately affected coverage of smaller towns and cities as well as rural areas – so the areas that have been traditionally most reliant on local news.



1. Context: UK local journalism

• Local news continues to be highly 
trusted: 75% trust local 
newspapers/online or print 
(YouGov, 2018).

• Local news organisations:
– Cover routine local news (council 

meetings, development plans)
– Hold local government to account
– Counter local misinformation
– Cultivate trust at local level
– Represent local voices

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
Local news continues to be highly trusted: 75% trust local newspapers/online or print (YouGov, 2018). Historically, local newspapers have played the role of sharing information in the community, playing a vital civic role (e.g. Carson et al., 2016). The closure and consolidation of titles makes it difficult for the local journalists to remain to cover routine news events– such as council meetings, development plans, sports events and social issues – the stories that have for so long been the bread and butter of local journalism.Difficulties of holding local government and elected officials to account for their actions + Countering locally based misinformationEnsuring representation of diverse voices in the local community + Cultivating trust at local level=all crucial components of a healthy public sphere, and of ensuring that the media mix is characterised by transparency, accountability and responsibility.



The importance of research on local 
media

• Historical neglect of local journalism in 
research

• Focus on elite, well-established news 
organisations and practices due to 
political economy of academic life (Wahl-
Jorgensen, 2009; 2018)

• “Beyond journalism” (Deuze & Witschge 
2020)

• ”Pioneer journalism” (Hepp & Loosen, 
2019).

• New wave of research on local journalism
• Investigating how power relations shape 

news provision
• Diversity of journalism practices

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
Despite the importance of local news, we have seen a historical neglect of local journalism in research. Several reasons:Focus on elite, well-established news organisations and practices - political economy of academic life. Easier to get published, get funding, and get attention for NYT vs Caerphilly ObsHowever, recent years: research that extends to emerging forms of news practices, beyond the traditional newsroom, to capture the complexities and dynamism of journalism as an institution.Often, this is an impulse coming out of technological innovation among journalism startups.New wave of research on local journalism. For me, studying local journalism entrepreneurs is important not just because of the innovation that it entails but also because it sheds light on the diversity of practices that constitute journalism, and how these are shaped by prevailing power relations and political economy.



2. The emergence of local journalism entrepreneurs 

• Crisis in journalism: Opened up space for 
local news entrepreneurs
– Sometimes known as 

hyperlocals/community news 
providers

• More than 400 outlets in the UK
• Most established since 2010: 

– Technological transformations facilitate 
digital startups

• Small in geographical reach, collectively 
reach significant proportions of the 
population (14.9m in the UK)

• Financially precarious, often operated by 
just one individual; existence under 
continuous threat (e.g. van Kerkhoven & 
Bakker, 2014)

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
If there’s any scrap of good news in the story of local journalism, it is that the crisis has opened up a space for local news entrepreneurs (sometimes referred to as “hyperlocal journalism” or community news)I should note that throughout this presentation, I refer to these practitioners as local journalism entrepreneurs because many of them would prefer to be identified as such – while a minority prefer the traditional labels of “community journalist” or “hyperlocal journalist”, the majority think of themselves as local journalists – but in the literature you will see all these terms in circulation.There are now more than 400 such publishers in the UK. Although three of the organizations I have operated for more than 20 years, most have been established since 2010, in large part due to the opportunities afforded by technological transformations. The launch of blogging platforms such as WordPress made it easy and inexpensive to set up a slick news website, by reducing entry barriers (Chadha, 2016). Most outlets are small in terms of their geographic and populations reach, focusing on areas ranging from small towns to neighborhoods in major metropolitan areas.Financially precarious; existence under continuous threat, often operated by just one individual (e.g. van Kerkhoven & Bakker, 2014)Collectively, however, they reach significant proportions of the population – recent data indicates that hyperlocal or community news providers in the UK reach 14.9 million people online, or more than one in five of the total population (Burrell, 2020). 



Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
Iwanted to show you a few examples of what these outlets look like – basically like local journalism sites around the world, but with a very diverse set of models in terms of how they operate.Combination of fairly well established and commercial viable ones, and ones run by volunteers with experience in journalism.Very diverse types of outlets.95%: Online publications40%: Print publicationsSocial media: Facebook: 91%, Twitter: 86%



3. Studying local journalism 
entrepreneurs

• Research supported by British Academy and the Economic 
and Social Research Council

• 57 in-depth interviews with members of the Independent 
Community News Network (carried out by myself, Julia 
Boelle and Inaki Garcia-Blanco)
– 123 members
– Interviews carried out between July and September 2020
– Focus: Examples of stories that the editors were proud of 

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
In my research, funded by a small grant from the COVID-19 scheme of the British Academy and the Economic and Social Research Council.For today: Did 57 in-depth interviews recruited from the 123 member of the Independent Community News NetworkFor today: focus: Examples of stories that the editors were proud of Identifying the forms of storytelling they value Demonstrating their ideals of local journalismDistinctive practices



Motivations of local journalism entrepreneurs

• Local journalists as a “different breed altogether” (Hanusch, 2015)
• Many editors: Came into local journalism startups from long careers 

in local and national news
– 60% had prior experience working in journalism
– 19% had university-level undergraduate or postgraduate degree in 

journalism or media 
• Passionate attachment to local news and community
• Increasingly difficult working conditions in established news media

– Andy Vallis, Wells Voice: Used redundancy payment in 2017 to start outlet
– Kathy Bailes, Isle of Thanet News: Started news site in 2017 after 

consolidation of local titles and worsening of working conditions
• Income halved and workload tripled
• Happy because the stories she covers “really matter to people living in the 

community.” 

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
I want to briefly talk about what made these journalists take the leap into starting new outlets. I want to do that to make the point that it requires a particular self-understanding and set of motivations ”a different breed altogether” which places them in a unique position to provide trustworthy news grounded in the local community.Many of the editors had come into the role from long, varied and often distinguished careers in local and national journalism.60% had prior experience working in journalism19% had university-level undergraduate or postgraduate degree in journalism or media  For those editors, the decision to start a local news outlet often came from a passionate attachment to the local community – and to local journalism - combined with the increasing struggles of working within established news media. Andy Vallis, Wells Voice: Used redundancy payment in 2017 to start outletKathy Bailes, Isle of Thanet News: Started news site after consolidation of local titles and worsening of working conditionsIncome halved and workload tripledHappy because the stories she covers “really matter to people living in the community.” Coming from professional careers but also embedded in community



4. Vernacular journalism

• Vernacular: Concept used in fields including 
architecture, history, religion and languages

• Approaches derived from local customs and practices 
and relevant to the lived experience of “ordinary 
people” 

• Often juxtaposed to “elite” practices 
• “Vernacular creativity’: ‘Creative practices that 

emerge from non-elite social contexts’ (Burgess, 
2006) 

• Vernacular: “the realm of everyday life in which 
people create and negotiate their own sense of 
things” (Macdonald, 2012) 

• Everyday life: the mundane, the familiar and the 
unremarkable (Scott, 2009, p. 2). 

• Interest in political potential, especially for non-elite 
or marginalized communities

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
Here, I’m interested in describing these practices through the lens of what I refer to as vernacular journalismVernacular: Concept used in fields ranging from architecture, history, religion and languagesApproaches derived from local customs and practices and relevant to the lived experience of “ordinary people Often juxtaposed to “elite” practices Along those lines: celebration of the potential of the vernacular has been a theme in recent work on how technological transformations facilitate new forms of participation with inherently radical possibilities. For example, Jean Burgess (2006) introduces the term ‘vernacular creativity’ to ‘describe and illuminate creative practices that emerge from non-elite social contexts.’ Similarly, Macdonald (2012) defines the vernacular domain as “the realm of everyday life in which people create and negotiate their own sense of things” 



4. Vernacular journalism

• Journalism as institution which 
records and remembers (Zelizer, 
2007; Chu, 2021)

• Local journalism has “symbolic 
power in constructing the idea of 
‘community’ and the ‘local’” (Hess, 
2013, p. 56). 

• Community news provides “a 
record of the mundane, the stuff 
of life that is not conventionally 
newsworthy but that matters 
locally, on a regular basis” (Kitch, 
2011, p. 238). 

• Vernacular journalism: Values 
documentation of the lived 
experience and histories of 
ordinary people 



4. Vernacular journalism

• Local news entrepreneurs 
celebrate a vernacular 
journalism: 
• Reflects democratic impulse
• Representation and voice 

missing from more established 
news organizations 

• Premised on knowledge of the 
local community, cultivated 
through long-standing 
presence.

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
The argument I want to make:The types of storytelling celebrate by local news entrepreneurs: Driven by a democratic impulse, vernacular journalism reflects the preoccupations, experiences and histories of ordinary people and their communities, providing a vehicle for representation and voice which is often missing from more established news organizations. Vernacular journalism seeks to (1) make a difference in the local community, (2) represent the nature of the community, and (3) provide a “first draft” of the community’s history from the perspective of its inhabitants. The ability to provide such vernacular journalism is premised on knowledge of the local community, cultivated through long-standing presence. such journalism recovers an aspect of representation and voice which is often missing from more established news organizations 



Most valued stories:

(1) circulate beyond the local community 

(2) make a difference in the local community

(3) represent the nature of the community

(4) provide a “first draft” of the community’s history 
from the perspective of its inhabitants



(1) Stories that circulate beyond the local 
community

• Stories originating in community but 
resonating and circulating more widely

• Paul Hutchinson of the Bedford 
Independent:

• Six weeks [after] our website launched, a 
disused and derelict building that used to 
be the Bedford hospital caught fire. And it 
was a blaze. Now, while it's a generally […] 
disused hospital, a lot of people in the 
town were born in that building. So there 
was a lot of emotion about it. […] it was a 
massive fire, and it was picked up by 
nationals. We were the only news 
organization on the scene. […] 

• Access facilitated by local networks and 
knowledge

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
For many of the journalists, the stories of which they were most proud were ones that had originated in their communities but resonated and circulated more widely. This was the case either because the story had been picked up and republished by national news organizations, or because other news organizations had subsequently done very similar stories with a local or national angle. This reflects a theme across many interviews, of small local outlets providing exclusive coverage of stories that are important to local communities but neglected by other news organizations. These stories satisfy conventional criteria of news value, but access to them is facilitated by local knowledge and networks, cultivated over time and with great care. It highlights the fact that such place-based knowledge is essential to claims of journalistic authority for these practitionersBUT these practitioners remain driven by broader journalistic role conceptions and values associated with the watchdog role; value impact beyond their local communities.



(2) Stories that make a difference in the local 
community,

• Mike Rawlins, My Turriff:
• in Turriff, we have two sets of 

public toilets. And it was like, ‘we 
can only keep one of them open.’ 
So I published that and got people 
quite engaged because they were 
upset. I wanted it changing.. […] 
two or three years down the line 
[…] The toilets at the Showground 
have been maintained by the 
Council. […] And the toilets in the 
high street have been taken over 
by a community group and will 
remain open. So Turriff gets to 
keep two sets of public toilets. 

• Distinctive local news values

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
Some local news entrepreneurs are driven by a desire to improve their communities and are very proud of campaigns they’ve led with successful results, like Mike Rawlins of My Turriff, who led a campaign to save public toilets (one of these pictured on the slide): The desire to bring about positive change in a community was grounded in a personal investment in the community and its success. This represents a distinctive subject position which differs from that embodied by mainstream journalists. Contrasts with journalistic professionalism has historically been predicated on objectivity, local news startups are fuelled by an affective commitment to a specific locality, It also shows that they tend to prioritise different news values than mainstream media. While the local journalists recognise the perceived mundanity of news about toilets, pot holes, dog fouling and parish council meetings, they also appreciate the importance of such stories for their communities. 



(3) Stories that represent the nature of the community

• “Fun” or “quirky” local stories 
capturing the nature of the 
community

• Joe Willis (Richmondshire Today): 
• The first story I ever wrote was […] 

about cows who couldn't walk up 
hills. So this farmer bought some 
cows from Holland, because 
obviously it's flat in Holland, they 
didn't know how to walk up the hill. 
And for some reason, cows have to 
anyway because of the way their 
legs work so farmer let the cows out 
they walked up a hill, and they 
couldn't walk down the hill. 

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
 “fun” or “quirky” local stories. For example, Kathy Bailes (Isle of Thanet News) pointed to the popularity of an item on “a woman finding a caterpillar in her broccoli” while Joe Willis (Richmondshire Today) recalled his enjoyment of writing a story detailing how police were called after a woman was spotted battering her brother with sticks of rhubarb.



(3) Stories that represent the nature of the 
community

• Particular importance in pandemic
• Steve Downes, Inside Croydon:
• I just think that you need a different perspective, you 

need to find out what's going on around you in those 
first 4, 6, 8 weeks or so when people were really 
strictly locked down and not going out, hardly at all. 
And there's only so many of those daily five o'clock 
government briefings […]  that you can put up with. 
And that is only telling you one part of the story, 
when, in fact, a grassroots level is many millions of 
versions of that story being experienced every day. 
And so, you know […] providing that sort of more 
personal perspectives from people that might be 
your neighbour or live down the other end of the 
street.

• Sarah Cheverton, Star & Crescent: Published COVID 
diaries from single mum, and elderly visually 
impaired man

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
Another way of understanding representation is about giving voice to the communityFor example, Steve Downes of Inside Croydon pointed out how his coverage provided a different perspective from the grassroots level which provides audiences with more personal and relatable perspectives than the elite top-down version provided by official government briefingsSarah Cheverton, Star & Crescent, Portsmouth: Published regular diaries contributed by two community members. The diaries reflected dramatically different perspectives and experiences. While one, Maddie Wallace, was a left-wing single mother with serious health conditions, the other, Ian Morris, was a right-wing, visually impaired and diabetic elderly man. 



(4) A “first draft” of the community’s 
history 

• Columba O’Hare, Newry.ie:
• “I documented things like, COVID-19 

testing stations and signs on shops, relating 
to why they're closed; screens being put 
up; traffic-less roads; the layout of queues 
going into stores; the Archbishop saying 
Easter Sunday Mass and blessing an empty 
crowd. […] And the worrying thing about all 
of that is that you start thinking, maybe 
this actually is normal. Have I enough 
photographs taken in the supermarket 
before the screens or don’t I?”

• Alan McKintosh, Broughton Spurtle: 
Documenting sordid side of local history

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
Columba O’Hare, Newry.ie, professional background as photographer: “I documented things like, COVID-19 testing stations and signs on shops, relating to why they're closed; screens being put up; traffic-less roads; the layout of queues going into stores; the Archbishop saying Easter Sunday Mass and blessing an empty crowd. […] And the worrying thing about all of that is that you start thinking, maybe this actually is normal. Have I enough photographs taken in the supermarket before the screens or don’t I?”



Conclusion: 
Making sense of vernacular journalism

• Local news entrepreneurs: Prefer vernacular journalism 
focused on everyday lives and proximate preoccupations of 
ordinary people in local communities.

• Reporting that:
– (1) Makes a difference to civic life
– (2) Represents the nature of the community
– (3) First draft of the community’s history

• Vernacular in preoccupations and commitments, rather than 
style: 
– Drawing on genres and styles of professional journalism
– Telling stories that challenge focus on elites and centres of power

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
Preference for a vernacular journalism focused on the everyday lives and proximate preoccupations of ordinary people in local communities. It comes to life through stories characterized by the following shared features: First, vernacular makes a difference to the civic life of the local community, often through long-term campaign by journalists, from saving public toilets to keeping open a historic pub. Secondly, vernacular journalism authentically represents the nature of the community through sometimes quirky stories of things that could only happen there Finally, vernacular journalism endeavours to provide a “first draft” of the community’s history from the perspective of its inhabitants, capturing alternative accounts often at odds with received tales of the past. It is vernacular in its preoccupations and commitments, rather than in style: It draws on the genres and styles of professional journalism while telling stories that challenge its focus on elites and centers of power. � 



Conclusion: 
Making sense of vernacular journalism

• Democratic impulse
• Capturing lived experience from the bottom up
• Ability to provide this coverage: Unique selling 

point for local journalism
• Knowledge of local community enables 

journalists to serve as the storytellers of their 
communities

Huomautuksia esittäjälle
Esityksen muistiinpanot
Vernacular journalism, we have argued, reflects a democratic impulse to capture lived experience from the bottom up and, in doing so, to give voice and representation to local community members regardless of power, wealth and fame. As a conception of what journalism is for, it challenges conventional news values which privilege coverage of power elites and celebrities (e.g., Harcup & O’Neill, 2001). Instead, it emphasizes the importance of the specificity of the local community, and the authentic representation of its inhabitants. The ability to provide such vernacular journalism which reflects the world from the bottom up represents a unique selling point for local journalism against the top-down orientation of larger regional and national outlets. knowledge of the local community and their networks within it, cultivated through long-standing presence, which enables them to serve as the storytellers of their communities.



Thank you!
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